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Left Foot 

Cut 2 - Primary Fabric

Cut 3 - Iron on Batting

Cut 1 Sole 

Size 7-8 Womens - Adjust for alternate sizes

 Pinque, Inc 

Stitch Line



Right Foot

Cut 2 - Primary Fabric

Cut 3 - Iron on Batting

Cut 1 Sole 

Size 7-8 Womens - Adjust for alternate sizes

 Pinque, Inc.

 

Stitch Line



Size 7-8 Womens - Adjust for alternate sizes

  Pinque, Inc. 

Cut on Fold

Slipper Top

 

Cut 2 Primary Fabric

Cut 2 Iron on batting

After cutting

1. Open up and lay flat face down on ironing surface.

2. Lay batting with fusible side down against wrong side of fabric.

3. Iron as directed by manufacturer. 

4. Fold top of slipper in half (batting side in) and iron.

5. Set aside.



Thank your for your participation in the Pink Slipper Project. Together we can 
make a difference as we reach out to warm the hearts and toes of women 
and children living in shelters this winter.

The great thing about our “one seam” Rag Sippers is that they can be made 
with scraps of fabric and batting left over from other projects. By adding a 
variety of fabrics and colors, you can get creative in the design process.  
Remember the quilt block that just didnʼt come out right? It would make a 
great slipper top!  How about those old wool sweaters you just hate to part 
with? All of these things can be made into slippers that will keep someone 
warm this winter. All you need is this simple pattern, some scraps of fabric 
and a little imagination.

Supply List:
✁ Scraps of fabric such as flannel, chenille, wool, fleece, 

✁ Scraps of no slip or reduced slip fabric for soles such as wool felt, felted 
wool, jiffy grip or upholstery vinyl for kids slippers, upholstery weight damask 
(rough side) faux suede and anything else that will give a little traction.
✁ Iron on fleece for warmth and cushion. Iron on makes it easier to keep 
the layers in place. As you get comfortable youʼll find that that layers can be 
padded with just about any bulky, warm fabric.
✁ Thread, ribbon, buttons, bows and felt for embellishment if you wish to 
get creative.

Joyce Lucas, Founder
The Pink Slipper Project
info@thepinkslipperproject.org
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INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Cut all right foot pattern pieces and stack in order from top of slipper foot to sole.

2. Cut all left foot pattern pieces, also stack in order  from top of slipper foot to sole.

3. Iron layers with fusible fleece and return to the stack. 

4. Pin or baste all layers of the slipper bottom. Be sure theyʼre in the correct design order and that 
the fabric for the sole is on the bottom. 

5. If you followed the instruction on the slipper top above this will already be cut out, folded, 
pressed and ready to add to the bottom.

6. Pin the slipper top to the foot of the slipper starting at the center of the toes. ( see illustration A 
below ) The slipper top is a little larger than the bottom allowing for the curve of the top of the 
foot. It will still pin to the side perfectly, leaving a tented opening for the foot. Once pinned, you 
will sew a straight stitch along the stitch line, reinforcing the area that is marked with an x with a 
few extra stitches for stability. (where the sides of the slipper meet the sole)

7.  Remove pins and clip inward from edge to just before the seam. Be careful not to clip stitches. 
 
8. Do this every half inch until you have gone around the entire slipper. (see illustration B )

9. Fluff the ragged edges with your fingers and embellish slipper as desired.

Start Pinning here
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